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Moving into off-planet environments require different approaches to design, mainly due 

to the fundamental physical changes astronauts perceive through their senses. 

Indeed,  adjustments to off-planet conditions have important psychological and physiological 

implications and it cannot be presumed to be directly transferable from terrestrial habitat 

design. This paper focuses on microgravity environments and studies evidence reports and 

other documents on human performance in space in order to have a concise overview of the 

effect of space conditions and weightlessness. The study of the senses that affects health and 

comfort highlights the importance of changes in the perception of space, vestibular system, 

and proprioception. On top of that, it also demonstrates the importance of subjective 

perception. This paper then connects these studies with established architectural design 

methods such as the use of colours, spatial layout, and haptic surfaces resulting in a set of 

specific design responses for microgravity habitats. These suggestions and the follow up 

guidelines could enable the development of habitats that enhance astronauts’ adjustment to 

microgravity environments and overall comfort. 

I. Introduction 
UMANS living in space are constrained by habitat design, which provides shelter from extreme environments. 

Habitats are often designed with an efficient engineering approach, focussed on safety, function, and budget. 

At the same time, many studies1–6 have highlighted the importance of designing space habitats that will respond to a 

broader range of astronauts’ wellbeing and comfort.7 Indeed, physical and mental performance and the ability to work 

are crucial factors for a space mission. Architecture acts as a protective layer between the harsh space environment 

and astronauts' wellbeing.   

 There are fundamental differences in how astronauts perceive the environment through their senses and perform 

in microgravity conditions, compared to terrestrial environments. Changes in sensory input and perceived experiences 

are closely linked to human health and comfort.8 In this paper we define health as the balanced requirements between 

both physiological and psychological wellbeing aspects. Health is closely linked to comfort, which is when these 

requirements are met by the environment.9 In order to ensure astronaut’s health and conclusively mission success, 

development of habitats that will help with the adjustment to such conditions may play a crucial role, especially in 

long-duration space missions.10  

The research gives an overview and understanding of the functioning of the human sensory system and the role of 

the senses in human health and comfort. Subsequently, this manuscript investigates the role of human senses in shaping 

architecture and the impact of the built environment on comfort. This paper (including the design suggestions) is based 

on theoretical research, literature review and studies of evidence reports, all addressing human performance in space 

and the design of space vehicles and habitats.11,12 The conducted study encompasses two areas of research - comfort 

in architecture on Earth, and the effects of space conditions on human senses. The research is structured following 

factors emerging from the environment and its perception. Although this paper focuses on microgravity, many of the 

health factors described are also relevant for space habitats in general. The study of sensory comfort highlights the 

importance of changes in the perception of space, vestibular system, and proprioception for astronauts’ health. The 

outcome of the project is an attempt at connecting the research on human performance in space, with architectural 

design theories. The design suggestions show the potential and relationships between astronauts' health and the habitat 
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environment. The proposed scaffold for design strategies stresses the need for further development of the design 

suggestions for microgravity habitats.  

 II.  Factors affecting astronaut’s senses 

The human sensory system is a direct link between the world and ourselves. Each of the human senses developed 

during our evolution to help us survive and adapt to our living environment, Earth.13 However, there is a limit to 

human tolerance to environments and in particular to extreme environmental conditions such as space. Piantadosi13 

defines physiology as the field dealing with human needs which is strongly linked to architecture; as the limits to 

human tolerance is defined by four variables: physics of the environment, limits to human physiology, length of 

exposure, and behavioural adaptation. Although great advancements have been made in biotechnology, the limits to 

human physiology cannot be re-designed which leaves three variables that we can influence. The physics of the 

environment can be adjusted to our needs via habitat design and this study defines and identifies the factors emerging 

from space environments. The length of exposure can theoretically be adjusted but it would be a challenge for deep 

space missions. The fourth variable, behavioural adaptation, enables us to keep an active equilibrium with our direct 

environment, for example how our bodies shiver when cold. These behavioural adaptations are strongly linked to 

human comfort, especially on psychological aspects. Therefore, the main factors that can be analysed and translated 

to habitat design are the factors affecting comfort emerging directly from the environment. 

The most researched environmental factors for comfort are temperature14,15 (dry-bulb, surface and relative), 

wind/air flow16, (relative) humidity16, radiation (direct/indirect), precipitations, and shade (from environment such as 

trees)14,15,17,18. The understanding of the relationship between the human senses and perception, and the built 

environment is critical when it comes to the development of space habitats. Indeed, the previously mentioned 

environmental factors are far more extreme from what we know on Earth, and very much unsuited to human life.19 

Changes or lack of gravitational force acting on the human body, altered natural dark-light cycle, and space radiation 

are some of the major changes affecting human health. Weightlessness, followed by the changes from upright to 

neutral posture and the angle of sight, sensory deprivation and overload, and disruptions in the circadian rhythm - all 

have an effect on human overall performance in space. The next sections are going to explain and explore these issues 

further.  

During space missions, two types of psychological stressors occur: (1) hypo-arousal, triggered by sensory 

deprivation such as isolation and darkness, and (2) hyper-arousal, triggered by sensory overload, like fire or loud 

noises.20 These sensory experiences vary depending on each individual (see section D. on subjective perception).  

However, it has been demonstrated that living and working in space can act as a trigger for discomfort, mostly due to 

habitability issues (limited space with lack of privacy) and interpersonal stressors (a large workload carried out by the 

astronauts, separation from family and friends).21 In this paper, we define hypo-arousal as a phenomenon that may be 

observed as under-responsiveness to stimuli in one's environment and hyper-arousal as an abnormal state of increased 

responsiveness to stimuli. Hypo-arousal can lead to lethargy, inattention, apathy, or boredom22 while hyper-arousal 

leads to increased levels of alertness and anxiety and elevated heart rate and respiration.23 

A. Circadian Rhythm  
One great example that achieves balance between the environment and organisms, is the circadian rhythm. 

Humans, as well as animals, plants, and every organism developed on Earth, have their own biological cycle, which 

derives from Earth day-night cycles. The sync of the circadian rhythm is following a so-called zeitgeber (time cue) 

which emerges from the environment and is perceived through our senses. These time cues are related to the 

temperature and various aspects of daylight such as colour, intensity, and brightness32. Space habitats have fewer 

daylight variations, for example, Caballero-Arce, Vigil-de Insausti, and Benloch-Marco33 show the lack of colours 

and variations on the ISS compared to outdoor environments on Earth. Disruptions in circadian rhythm can lead to 

sleep loss and changes in sleep patterns and deteriorations in a sense of time.21,34 Moreover, daylight also affects mood 

and overall health. Indeed, light therapy has been proven to help fight low mood, seasonal affective disorder35, 

depression, and it actively helps the production of vitamin D. It can, therefore, help astronauts adjust better to different 

“time zones” and artificial seasons32.  Hence, it is important to carefully design a system of (artificial) lighting for a 

space habitat, following the lighting patterns from Earth with various colours and intensities throughout the artificial 

day. These types of lights are so-called circadian or melanopic (alternative method of measuring the effects of light 

on human biology) lighting and are already integrated into the WELL building standard.36 
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B. Sensory Deprivation 
Human brains have a preference for stimuli seeking behaviours. Arias and Otto24 demonstrate the detrimental 

effects of sensory deprivation on the human senses, especially triggered by a dynamic between both acute and chronic 

stressors that are likely to occur during deep space missions. Low-stimulus environments are a cause of structural 

brain changes over a long period of time and lead to boredom, fatigue, and reduction in task interest as well as the 

emergence of psychiatric disorders and altered behaviour.2 

One of the main causes of sensory deprivation is the sense of touch. Humans use tactile sensory input to gather 

functional information, responsible for creating a.o.intimacy.25 In microgravity this sense is particularly affected, as 

astronauts feel less (or no) pressure on their feet which would normally occur when a person stands. Space habitats 

also tend to be characterized by the absence of textural and material diversity26. Another difference is that, contrary to 

space, on Earth outdoor and indoor environments vary depending on location, topography and climate, and socio-

economic and cultural aspects3,17. This is even present inside the built environment as the presence of greenery is often 

prefered.27 This preference derives from the concept that humans have evolved to develop an innate relationship with 

nature, which is part of the complex concept called biophilia. To address these health aspects, studies28 show the 

positive effect of having pictures and projections of nature in Isolated and Confined Environments. 

C. Sensory Overload 
 Contrastingly, in space, humans can also experience sensory overload. It happens when there is more stimuli 

collected by a sensory modality than can be processed.29 Sensory overload is linked to the presence of a low filtration 

capacity and is detrimental to human health.30 It leads to loss of focus, inability to ignore loud sounds, strong smells 

and intensive lights, and overall discomfort. History of human spaceflight has few noticeable examples of such 

situations; e.g. when Apollo Skylab 1 crew first arrived and many alarms were sounding, or when there were crises 

on the Mir, including the Progress collision.31   

D. Subjective perception 
Humans experience the world in various ways depending on their backgrounds. Although the sensory input can 

be similar, the reactions and feelings of the body interpret these sensory inputs differently. There have been many 

studies analysing how gender, age, culture, and (dis)abilities affect our perception of the environment as well as our 

comfort levels14,37. Although we know what factors affect our health and subsequent comfort, the extent to which they 

are affected and the resulting design suggestions are not fully developed yet. Hence, the design should be flexible to 

accommodate for subjective perception. Additionally, on the individual level, perceptual information in regards to 

light, temperature, hearing, and taste also all differ from norms on Earth.10 

E. Environmental adaptation 

Human senses and perception might not always provide accurate situational awareness. For example, the vection 

effect (the sense of movement purely based on the viewing sense) is disturbing the perception of our surroundings 

such as experiencing movement while being sat in a stationary train next to a moving train. While this example is 

harmless on Earth, it could potentially be dangerous in space as this environment is entirely unique and presents high 

risks compared to living on Earth. Environmental factors such as extreme temperature fluctuations, radiation, 

microgravity, etc. have all been cited as challenges for space exploration. However, changes in the gravitational force 

acting upon the human body affect all senses drastically differently than on Earth.21  

We use a focussed methodology that follows terrestrial architecture practices, such as the need to meet thermal 

comfort requirements first.14,15 Therefore, although we recognize other environmental challenges such as the factors 

mentioned above, the research focus in this section is put on the changes in perception, specifically in the microgravity 

environment.  

III. Changes in perception in microgravity environment 

During evolution on Earth, all physiological systems have been optimized for life in gravity. As a consequence, 

microgravity causes a series of physiological changes in human organisms that require adaptation.19  Due to the lack 

of gravitational forces acting on the body, muscles relax, hence - in space - natural posture is a position in which “there 

is the least tension or pressure on nerves, tendons, muscles, and bones”.38–40  Astronauts’ neutral posture, which is 

depicted in Figure 1, allows for a whole new range of body movements, which consequently leads to a different 

workspace definition.41
 Humans use four cues to determine the subjective vertical: visual, vestibular, proprioceptive 
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and the isotropic vector (responsible for the perception of body axis as vertical).42–44 The brain uses information from 

the vestibular system in the head and from proprioception throughout the body to understand body dynamics and 

kinematics, including its position and acceleration.45 Misinterpreting changes in these sensory inputs, caused by 

microgravity conditions, may lead to errors in estimating the velocity, distance or orientation.6 The microgravity 

environment is also a cause for the fluid shift, from the lower to the upper parts of the body, which results in a 

diminished ability to smell and taste.6 

 
Figure 1. The angle of sight in microgravity (NASA Man-System Integration Standards5) / Gathering 

information about the senses of motion and orientation. Adapted from Ref 11. 

A. Vestibular System 

The vestibular sensory system, responsible for providing our brain with information about motion, head position, 

and spatial orientation, greatly contributes to the sense of balance and spatial orientation.45 The otolith organs in the 

ear canals - triggered by the pull of gravity - respond to all head movements (nodding up and down, shaking side to 

side, and tilting left and right),45 and always know which way is ‘up’. In a microgravity environment these cues are 

absent.46 The otolith organs of the vestibular system are only stimulated by head translation movements, not by head 

tilt. Thus, the vestibular system no longer can figure where is ‘up’ and ‘down’.   

B. Spatial Disorientation 

Because the vestibular system does not work as intended in space, the brain gets confusing information about the 

orientation.46 That can lead to troubles with mapping out the location of important features like space modules or 

emergency escape hatches and can affect the ability to perform complex operations. Astronauts may feel that they are 

tumbling or spinning, both with eyes open or closed.47 

C. Vection  

The other disorienting impression that may arise in microgravity conditions, either on the whole body or on 

individual body parts (arms or legs) is vection. Vection is an illusion of self-motion, produced purely by visual 

stimulation. It generates the feeling that the body is moving when no movement is taking place. It can lead to dangerous 

situations onboard spacecraft, e.g. misinterpreting the direction and speed of objects during robotic operations.48 

D. Space Adaptation Syndrome 

The leading theory standing behind the cause of the Space Adaptation Syndrome, also known as space motion 

sickness, which affects 70–80% of astronauts, is the sensory conflict theory. It occurs when patterns of sensory input 

(vestibular, proprioception and vision) are notably rearranged, and do not match with each other or differ from 
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expectations, which can happen in microgravity conditions.49 The severity of motion sickness increases with motion 

increase (particularly head movements), which causes sensory conflict and sickness.  

E. Proprioception 

Proprioception is the ability to sense location, movements, and actions of the body.50 In weightlessness, without 

stress on the joints, which tells how parts of the body are oriented to each other, proprioception is dampened. This 

disorientation is cause for ‘space stupids’ syndrome - when astronauts become queasy for the first few days in 

microgravity conditions.51 The brain, not having all of the usual signals from the surroundings, works then by force of 

habit. It may cause strange experiences for astronauts, for example after waking up. They could be expecting the left 

and right or up and down based on personal sleeping patterns, and not on the observation of the surrounding.52 

F. Perception of Space Through Vision 

In vacuum, lots of orientational cues are absent as there is no atmosphere and no overhead sun position and 

subsequently no shadow cues. The absence of atmospheric perspective and lack of air creates a sharp difference 

between illuminated, bright and completely dark areas. It decreases the perception ability and leads to a longer time 

for visual adaptation, which creates either glare or black shadows as can be seen in Figure 2. Hence, astronauts should 

avoid frequently moving back and forth from sunlight into shadow if they want to avoid glare fatigue.53 A smaller 

amount of scenes with a linear perspective and familiar points of reference, lack of a fixed horizon and foreground or 

background, also decrease the ability to perceive objects and distances correctly.54 These aspects, all connected to the 

vision, lead to degradation of perception of shape, distance, location and relative motion.26 An additional issue 

corresponding with the vision, and affecting astronauts’ productivity, is visual confusion. Usually, on board of space 

stations, objects are chaotically arranged, with different orientations in respect of an earthly practice.26 

G. Angle of Sight  

The neutral posture - induced by the 

microgravity environment -  besides affecting 

the astronaut's performance of movement, also 

affects the line-of-sight. The visual angle is 

shifted by about a 24-degree slope as a 

consequence of the tilting of the ‘‘vestibule 

plane’’. However, because of the different 

posture, the angle of sight may tilt down too.41 

Hence, a person should be oriented within 

approximately 45 degrees of the relative vertical 

to perceive the surroundings in a  comparably 

normal fashion.  

H. Depth Perception and Myopia 

On Earth, humans adapted skills to scale 

objects (and other people) on a horizontal 

distance, but not in height. In microgravity, 

where there is no difference between ‘up’ and 

‘down’, astronauts tend to underestimate objects 

distances, like Apollo astronauts who reported 

difficulties with estimating distances of the 

objects on the lunar surface, which seemed closer.55 Similar results have also been shown by ESA’s ‘Mental 

Representation of Spatial Cues during Space Flight’ experiment.56  In space, there are no intermediate distances - 

objects are only present in near or far space. In such conditions, humans' ability to estimate distance decreases.54 This 

lack of objects at different distances is also a cause of myopia, or near-sightedness. Narrow space station modules, 

where astronauts cannot change focus between near and far objects to rest their eyes, prevent them from perceiving 

objects in distance. The only far-off object that can be observed is Earth, which, on the other hand, is too far to ensure 

proper eye rest.26 On top of that, the risk of myopia is increasing as the vision range is shortened due to the neutral 

body posture.26
  

 
Figure 2. A schematic illustration of the range of object 

luminances within which discrimination is possible for 

different adaptation luminances. The boundaries are 

approximate. (Adapted from 63) 
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III. Design Responses  

 

The conducted research shows the significance of microgravity on the astronauts' perception, resulting in affected 

health and comfort. This section provides a table of design suggestions with examples as well as illustrations of the 

design examples. In terrestrial architecture, standards of living have improved overtime by using standard guidelines. 

Defining design guidelines based on comfort needs for microgravity conditions, represents an important step that the 

space architecture discipline must take. The following design suggestions are the first step towards such standards.  

Based on previously mentioned factors it is critical to ensure a design configuration that will improve coordination 

and navigation in the habitat. The design of the interior spaces should benefit from mapping out the location so the 

astronauts won’t get confused and lost. Additionally, using architectural principles and strategies, it may be possible 

to decrease symptoms of the Space Adaptation Syndrome. The set of strategies for the orientation of the habitat are 

suggestively depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Orientation within the habitat  

 

Figure 4 and 5 present ideas for sensory stimulation through colour, lighting, and haptic design. These ideas can 

improve the safety of astronauts moving around the different spaces of the habitat. These are very important elements 

in the architectural environment, as they have a significant effect on comfort.33 In microgravity, tactile input gets 

predominance over the vision. It is crucial to design bearing in mind the human body’s tactile sensors.48 The skin can 

read texture but also weight, density, feel (a.o. cosiness) and temperature of objects, which are also important parts of 

experiencing spatial surrounding. In order to ensure astronauts’ comfort, it is crucial to provide multi-sensory aspects 

of experiencing nature following the point made about biophilia. It is especially important in outer space, where 

humans are really far from Earth, and cannot directly experience any natural sensations.  
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Figure 4. Sensory Stimulation Through Spatial Design inspired by the Endless House by Frederick Kiesler.59 

 
Figure 5. Sensory Stimulation Through Colour, Lighting and Haptic Design 

 

Some design decisions, besides improving astronauts’ wellbeing, may also have a direct effect on physiological health. 

One of the examples is to respond to the risk of astronaut’s myopia, with design. It could be beneficial to give 

astronauts the possibility to focus on distant objects, which will answer the demand for proximal sight and 

accommodation of the crystalline lens. 

Following the conducted research, table 1 shows the design suggestions that are responding to the changes 

caused by the space environment and microgravity conditions on health and comfort. The suggestions are divided into 
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categories focusing on specific issues derived from health effects previously covered. Each category is divided further 

into subcategories which consist of design suggestions, and further explanation of how these responses work. The 

table is structured in such a way that it is adjustable for future development; new suggestions (and categories) can be 

easily added. The suggestions responding to sensory deprivation and overload, and circadian rhythm issues, are acting 

directly on the comfort requirements previously mentioned (lack of colours, light etc.). Contrarily, design suggestions 

responding to the changes in the vestibular system, and perception of space through vision, are not aiming to ‘heal’ 

these physiological changes. Rather, the aim is to help with the adaptation to the conditions that cause them. Through 

mindful design, it may be possible to increase the astronauts' orientation (diminished by microgravity conditions) and 

minimize the negative effects of Space Adaptation Syndrome.  

The set of following design strategies can act as a scaffold that can be developed and updated over time. It aims to 

positively affect the astronauts’ wellbeing, and performance, resulting in safety and mission success.57  

 

WHAT IT RESPONDS 
TO? 

DESIGN SUGGESTIONS HOW IT RESPONDS? 

 

A | CIRCADIAN RHYTHM 

1. MOOD, 
ALERTNESS, SLEEP & 

WAKE CYCLES 

A.1 - Recreate natural colour variations during the course of a whole day. 
Provide a sense of time passing, 
elevated mood. 

A.2 - Include lighting design  
● Use dynamic and diffuse light. 
● Apply colours of the light in a way that it follows the time shift related 

to the Earth's seasons. 

Adjusting internal biological clock 
which enables adequate wake and 
sleep cycles.  

  

B |  SENSORY DEPRIVATION 

1. SPATIAL 
BOREDOM 

B.1.1 - Design playful spaces. 
 

● Create various types of areas and ensure the complexity of interior 
circulation, so the spaces are less predictable. 

● Transform circulation, with changing horizontal and vertical dimensions, 
according to changing functions and needs. 

Engages astronauts’ perception 
through the complexity of the 
design spaces. 

B.1.2 - Plan an increasingly complex arrangement as spaceflight                              
lengthens. 
 

● Design a dynamic layout that will break up the architectural program, and 
discard pre-defined functions inscribed in a space. 

Reduces spatial boredom through 
achieving greater environmental 
complexity over time. 

2. BIOPHILI A 

B.2.1 - Implement ‘visual and non-visual’ connection with nature. 
 

● Give astronauts the possibility to look at plants and have access to the 
greenhouse. 

● Apply adaptive thermal and airflow conditions, 

Connection with nature reduces 
anxiety and stress, and increases 
directed attention. 

B.2.2 - Translate complexity and variety from nature to the habitat environment. 
 

● Use biomorphic forms and patterns  
● Design hierarchical complexity 
● Use colour variation, form complexity, light variation, pattern variation, 

terrain complexity and haptic surfaces as tools. 

Ensures the multi-sensory aspects 
of nature experience, which 
reduces anxiety and stress. 

 
2. BIOPHILIA 

B.2.3 - Apply pictures and projections of natural landscapes and animals. 
 

● Use pictures that are complex, dynamic and detailed. 

Helps prevent boredom and 
instigate conversations. 
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3. VISUAL 
MONOTONY 

B.3.1 - Apply colours according to their psychological effects. 
 

● For relaxing spaces (e.g. private quarters, infirmary) use calming hues such 
as blue or green, as well as neutral colours such as white or grey.  

● For active spaces (e.g. training zones, work areas) use vibrant tones such as 
red, or orange.  

● Use panels that can change colours. 

Provides visual variety, and 
improves astronaut productivity 
and overall health.  

B.3.2 - Use  haptic surfaces to stimulate the sense of touch and to compensate 
for the monotony of the environment. 

 

● Contrast smooth and rough surfaces. E.g. use soft (cushioned) material for 
the interior of the private quarters. 

This tactile stimuli produces a 
calming effect and enhances 
navigation by providing orientation 
cues (see D.1.). 

B.3.3 - Use (virtual) windows. 
 

● Place screens throughout the habitat’s common areas showing the natural 
environment from different perspectives. 

Imitates the contact with the 
surrounding environment, to 
increase the sense of belonging. 

 

C | SENSORY OVERLOAD 

1. SPATIAL 
CONFUSION 

C.1.1 - Increase interior flexibility. 
 

● Allow astronauts to customize their private quarters. 
● Use curtains (e.g. instead of solid walls) for flexibility. 

Allows astronauts for the 
arrangement of their personal 
things, giving a soothing sense of 
control and order. 

 

D | CHANGES IN VESTIBULAR SYSTEM 

1. SPATIAL 
DISORIENTATION 

AND VECTION 

D.1.1 - Keep the established local vertical. 
 

● Keep consistent orientation of every interior within a space module and the 
interface elements (e.g. by using different colours for ‘vertical’ and 
‘horizontal’ surfaces) 

● Apply furniture/fixtures layout according to established local verticals . 

Enhances spatial orientation in the 
habitat, which helps with adjusting 
to microgravity environment (see 
D.2). 

D.1.2 - Place the lighting system according to the established, consistent 
orientation. 
 

● Place the lighting system on ‘top’. 

Increases ‘up and down’ 
orientation. 

2. SPACE 
ADAPTATION 

SYNDROME AND 
PROPRIOCEPTION 

D.2.1 - Plan the use of smaller spaces. 
 

● Design smaller, ‘temporary areas’ for new arriving astronauts, to help with 
adaptation to microgravity conditions.  

Diminishes space sickness. 

D.2.2 - Use colours and decorations to increase object finding in the habitat. 
 

● Support an intuitive orientation, like darker ‘floors’ and lighter ‘ceilings’. 

Enhance spatial orientation in the 
habitat. 

 

E| PERCEPTION OF SPACE THROUGH VISION 

1. NEUTRAL 
POSTURE AND 

ANGLE OF SIGHT 

E.1.1 - Design spaces according to the change from the up-right to the neutral 
position.  
 

● Design spaces so the user is oriented approximately 45 degrees. relative 
vertical 

Enhance spatial orientation in the 
habitat and prevents fatigue. 
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2. DEPTH 
PERCEPTION 

E.2.1 - Increase the number of scenes with linear perspective and familiar points 
of reference. 
 

● Use visual elements that may enhance the perception of the perspective, e.g. 
patterns on the ‘walls’ following the orientation of the module (see Figure 5 
for visual examples). 

Enhance spatial orientation in the 
habitat. 

E.2.2 - Design the lighting colour so it is compatible with the colour of the surfaces 
and does not affect the colour sensation. 
 

● It is especially important for the external parts of the habitat (guide beacons, 
navigation signs, rover headlamps, etc.). 

Makes the colour-coding more 
efficient, especially in the places 
where atmospheric absorption and 
optical scattering from dust may 
affect the colours. 

E.2.3 - Design spaces, and especially EVA’s according to their respective lighting. 
 

● Design space in the way that the astronauts won’t have to constantly move 
between sunlight and shadow. 

Shortens the eyesight adaptation 
time. 

3. MYOPIA E.3.1 - Give astronauts the possibility to focus on distant objects. 
Answer to the demand for 
proximal sight and accommodation 
of the crystalline lens. 

Table 1. Design suggestions responding to microgravitational environments. 

V. Conclusion  

The aim of this project was to investigate the role of human senses in how we shape our environment and the 

impact it has on human wellbeing in microgravity. It is a critical area to consider when planning for long-duration 

space missions but the field lacks concrete design guidelines. This paper is the first step towards senses centric-design 

guidelines for space missions. 

The focus lies on understanding the mechanism behind human senses in space conditions and its relationship to 

architecture. The scope of this paper lies within the senses responsible for balance and orientation (visual, vestibular, 

proprioceptive) and for prevention of the sensory deprivations (haptics) which are all heavily affected by changing 

gravity. Based on the conducted research, design responses are developed for space habitats that address the main 

effects of microgravity. This research could form the scaffold for future interdisciplinary research between architecture 

and human performance of astronauts wellbeing in space. However, it is critical that the theoretical architectural 

aspects are tested in a microgravity environment to consolidate their effect on crew wellbeing. Thereafter, a set of 

technical guidelines should be developed based on both the theoretical aspects found in this study and the future 

microgravity tests suggested above. The research into technical design guidelines could lead to standardized designs 

for extreme environments that facilitate the transition between different gravitational environments. For example, 

following the suggestions D1.1, D2.2 and E.2.1 standard colours for floors and walls could be used to counteract the 

vestibular effects on the body. The use of colours could also be used to communicate vertical and horizontal distances 

within habitats by using a specific colour for a distance of 4,5 m and another specific colour for distances of 7 m 

between walls. If used as a standard system, this will not only facilitate perception in microgravity environments, but 

it will also facilitate the transition between different gravitational environments independently from the crew's 

background. Although this research is still in its conceptual phase, the authors believe that this paper highlights the 

importance of linking human senses to architectural design for microgravity environments. 
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